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Manufactured in 2011 and with a total 
capacity of 23 people it has a length of 46.7m 
and a maximum beam of 10.5m. It is the 
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From OGC web page 
“The OGC's Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standards enable developers to make all types of sensors, transducers 
and sensor data repositories discoverable, accessible and useable via the Web.”
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In few words
Any server containing any data
Might be dragons
Client can connect to any SOS instance
REALLY VERY ULTRA SUPER SIMPLIFIED SCHEMA




• Observations & Measurements (O&M) –The general models and XML encodings for 
observations and measurements. 
• PUCK Protocol Standard – Defines a protocol to retrieve a SensorML description, sensor 
"driver" code, and other information from the device itself, thus enabling automatic 
sensor installation, configuration and operation.  
• Sensor Model Language (SensorML) – Standard models and XML Schema for describing the 
processes within sensor and observation processing systems. 
• Sensor Observation Service (SOS) – Open interface for a web service to obtain 
observations and sensor and platform descriptions from one or more sensors. 
• Sensor Planning Service (SPS) – An open interface for a web service by which a client can 
1) determine the feasibility of collecting data from one or more sensors or models and 2) 
submit collection requests. 
• SWE Common Data Model – Defines low-level data models for exchanging sensor related 
data between nodes of the OGC® Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) framework. 
• SWE Service Model – Defines data types for common use across OGC Sensor Web 
Enablement (SWE) services. Five of these packages define operation request and 
response types.
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Simple example
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Client example
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Summary and future developments
• Products from AGL Observatory are online and up to date. 
• This includes both real time and delayed time.  
• The OGC SWE standards are robust, well documented and it has a huge community behind. 
• Can be used for any type of data. 
• As a con it has a quite steep “learning” slope.
Summary
Future developments 
• Populate the AGL Observatory with new sensors. 
• Develop and test new sensor generation “SWE compliant” (via agreement with OBSEA) 
Thank You 
Questions?
